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1. INTRODUCTION 
A thorough search of the literature on relative invariants of 
homogeneous linear differential equations for the years 1862-1987 has 
shown us that the most significant contributions are a series of new results 
we are pleased to present in this paper. The evolution of our subject can 
be traced through [13-15, 32, 33, 8, 25, 26, 18, 9, 73, the bibliography in 
[45, pp. 193-2551, and the historical information in [48, 44, 16, 49, 36, 
371. Our remarkable new identities in Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 are essential 
for a satisfactory theory of relative invariants. They were discovered 
through a careful study in Section 3 of one particular class of nonlinear 
differential equations. 
For any integer m 2 2, we suppose the coefficients c,(z), . . . . c,(z) of the 
manic mth order homogeneous linear differential equation 
y’“’ + f c,(z) p-‘) = 0 (1.1) 
J=l 
are meromorphic functions of a complex variable z on a region Q of 
the complex plane. Our subject is about transformations of (1.1) under 
substitutions 
Y=P(z)h z =f(i), (1.2) 
where p is an analytic function on some subregion U of Sz such that 
p(z) #O, for each z in U, and z =f([) is a univalent analytic function on 
some region V of the complex plane such that U = f( V). It is customary to 
regard (1.2) as the composite of the change 
Y = P(Z)U (1.3) 
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of the dependent variable from y to u and the change 
z =f(i) (1.4) 
of the independent variable from z to [. First, for any selection of the coef- 
ficients c,(z), . . . . c,(z) of (1.1) and any (1.2), there are unique meromorphic 
functions c:(z), . . . . c:(z) of z on U such that (1.3) transforms (1.1) into 
fP’+ f c,*(z)?P’)=O. (1.5) 
J=l 
Then, there are unique meromorphic functions c:*(c), . . . . c:*(c) of i on V 
such that (1.4) transforms (1.5) into 
qt+ f c;“*(~)q-‘t=o, (1.6) 
/=l 
where t(c)= (o~f)(~!J=v(f(~)). Throughout, we define co(z) on Q, c:(z) 
on U, and c:*(c) on V by 
q)(z) = 1, cg*(z) = 1, c;*(5) = 1, (1.7) 
in order to simplify later formulas such as (1.18). 
For m > 2 and any meromorphic functions c,(z), c*(z) on some region Q, 
there are unique meromorphic functions t,,,,(z), . . . . c,,,,,(z) on 0 satisfying 
Ll,l(Z) = c,(z), L,z(z) = c*(z), (1.8) 
and the requirement that the differential equation 
y'"' + t &(z) y-J) = 0 
,=I 
(1.9) 
has a fundamental system of local solutions of the form 
{(qS(z))“-l-‘(I(/(z))i: for i=O, 1, . . ..m- l} (1.10) 
on some subregion of 0. This is a consequence of Proposition 4.4 and 
Corollary 2.20 in which we establish the new result of basic importance 
that 5m,1(z)p ..-9 L,,( z are the polynomial combinations of c,(z), c*(z), and 1 
their derivatives given by 
L&) = a,- l.m-,(z)2 for j= 1, . . . . m, (1.11) 
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where a,, j(z), for i = 0, 1, . . . . m - 1 and j = - 1, 0, 1, . . . . m, is defined recur- 
sively in terms of 
a(z) = 2c,b) 
m(m- 1) 
(1.12) 
and 
6c,(z) - 2(m - 2) c;(z) 
B(z) = 
- ((3m - l)(m - 2)/m@ - l))(c~(z))’ 
(m+ l)m(m- 1) 
(1.13) 
through 
a,,-, ~0, for i=O, 1, . . . . m- 1; a,,,=O; 
a r,l+,~l, fori=O, l,..., m-l; 
a,,=% for i = 0, 1, ,,., m-2 and i+2<jim; 
al,o - (m - 1 )B; a,,, E a; 
ai+I,,=al,,-l +(a,,)‘+(i+l)aat,j+(i+l)(m-l-i)j?a,-l,,, 
for i= 1, 2, . . . . m-2 andOij<i+l. (1.14) 
Assuming the coellicients c,(z), . . . . c,(z) of (1.1) are unrestricted, we shall 
specify relative invariants by introducing (1.12), (1.13), (1.14), (Ml), 
Bm,,(z) e cj(z) - Cm, jtz)9 
F,,,(z) = 1, F,,,(z) = -(cI(z))14 
F m.,+ I(Z) -FAz,j(z) +Fm,,(z) f’m,,(z)v 
G,,,(Z) E f: ci(z) (," 1:) Fm,j- i(Z), 
i=O 
Fm,j- i(Z), 
L, 4(z) - Hm.dz) - ( > y (G,,(z)), 
for j = 1, . . . . m, (1.15) 
(1.16) 
for j= 1,2, 3, . . . . 
for j = 1, . . . . m 
for j= 1, . . . . m, 
for m Z 3, 
for m>,4, 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
(1.19) 
(1.20) 
(1.21) 
- 
(m 7(rjllml);;jn7;;)13)) (G,,,(z) Zm.3(~)), for m >, 5. 
(1.22) 
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To indicate how (1.20), (1.21), and (1.22) specify relative invariants, precise 
terminology is needed. 
For any polynomial 
in the variables 
zJ(w’,O’, wy, . ..) wg’, w;‘, . ..) (1.23) 
WW) 
J ’ 
for j= 1, . . . . m and k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (1.24) 
over the field of complex numbers, let Z(z) denote the polynomial combina- 
tion of 
c’“‘(z) 
J ’ 
for j = 1, . . . . m and k=O, 1,2, . . . . (1.25) 
obtained when (1.25) is substituted for (1.24) in (1.23); let Z*(z) denote the 
polynomial combination of 
D:c,*(z), for j = 1, . . . . m and k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (1.26) 
obtained when (1.26) is substituted for (1.24) in (1.23); and let Z**(C) 
denote the polynomial combination of 
qc,**(rL for j = 1, . . . . m and k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (1.27) 
obtained when (1.27) is substituted for (1.24) in (1.23). Keeping m fixed 
and following standard usage, we say that a polynomial (1.23) is a relative 
invariant for differential equations of the form (1.1) when (1.23) is non- 
constant and there is an integer s such that the corresponding polynomial 
combinations Z(z) of (1.25) and Z**(i) of (1.27) satisfy 
z**(i) = (Z(f(i)))(f’(i)Y> (1.28) 
for each Sz, each selection of c,(z), . . . . c,(z) on Q, each substitution (1.2) 
relative to 52, and each [ in V. An integer s that satisfies (1.28) is necessarily 
unique and, for reasons given later, is called the weight of (1.23). 
When c,(z), . . . . c,(z) are unrestricted and Z(z) is initially given as a poly- 
nomial combination of (1.25) having complex coefficients, one can 
immediately write down a unique polynomial (1.23) such that substitution 
of (1.25) for (1.24) in (1.23) yields Z(z). Then, Z*(z) and Z**(c) are uniquely 
specified as before. Using this procedure, we shall establish in Proposi- 
tion 2.14 that: for m 2 3, (1.20) specifies a relative invariant of weight 3; for 
m > 4, (1.20) and (1.21) specify algebraically independent relative invariants 
of respective weights 3 and 4; and, for m > 5, (1.20), (1.21), (1.22) specify 
algebraically independent relative invariants of respective weights 3, 4, 5. 
Formulas (1.21) and (1.22) are a considerable improvement over previous 
efforts to specify relative invariants of weights 4 and 5 explicitly. And, our 
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methods can be continued. However, at this time, no one has discovered, 
for each m > 3, an algorithm to recursively define suitable expressions 
L,,(z), Zm&)v ...Y Liz(z) 
that explicitly specify m - 2 algebraically independent relative invariants of 
respective weights 3,4, . . . . m. This provides a very interesting subject for 
further research. 
Of course, a polynomial (1.23) is a relative invariant if and only lf it is a 
semi-invariant of both the first and second kinds according to the following 
definitions. A polynomial (1.23) is said to be a semi-invariant of the first 
kind when it is nonconstant and Z(z), Z*(z) satisfy Z*(z) = Z(z), for each a, 
each selection of c,(z), . . . . c,(z) on 8, each substitution (1.2) relative to 52 
having f(c) s c, and each z in U. A polynomial (1.23) is said to be a semi- 
invariant of the second kind when it is nonconstant and there is an integer 
s such that Z(z), Z**(c) satisfy (1.28) for each Q, each selection of 
Cl(Z), -.., c,(z) on 52, each substitution (1.2) relative to 52 having p(z) = 1, 
and each [ in V. 
We shall establish in Theorem 2.13 the new result of basic importance 
that, for m> 3, the expressions H&Z), . . . . H,,,(z) from (1.19) specify 
m - 2 algebraically independent semi-invariants of the first kind. As a con- 
siderably improved formulation of an old result, Proposition 2.12 shows 
that G,,,(z), . . . . G,,,,,(z) from (1.18) specify semi-invariants of the first kind. 
Clearly, a nonconstant polynomial combination of semi-invariants of the 
first kind is a semi-invariant of the first kind. Writing wj” + ‘) for (WY’)‘, we 
see that the formal derivative of a semi-invariant of the first kind is a semi- 
invariant of the first kind. Thus, our plan for (1.29) when m > 4 is to start 
with H,,,(z), . . . . H,,,(z) and to subtract from each of ZZ,,Jz), . . . . H,,,(z) 
suitable expressions pecifying semi-invariants of the first kind so that the 
resulting Z&z), . . . . Z,,,,,(z) for (1.29) specify semi-invariants of both kinds. 
This is illustrated in (1.20), ( 1.21), (1.22). 
G.-H. Halphen’s contributions in [26, 303, for which he was awarded the 
1880 Grand Prix des Sciences Math&matiques of the Academy of Sciences in 
Paris, strongly influenced later work on relative invariants. It is noteworthy 
that we have no need for any of the canonical forms of (1.1) or the corre- 
sponding restrictions on the substitutions (1.2) that G.-H. Halphen and 
others introduced when direct approaches appeared hopelessly difficult. 
However, the traditional assignment of weights is quite useful for our plan 
about (1.29) and will be summarized next. 
Any nonconstant term of (1.23) can be uniquely written as 
di Iv’ 
,,Jkd 
“=l 
505/x0/1-x 
(1.30) 
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where y is a nonzero complex number, p is a positive integer, the j, are 
integers satisfying 
ldjlbjz< ... dj,dm, 
and the k, are nonnegative integers such that k, <k, + , whenever 1 < v < ,n 
and j, = j, + i . Its weight g is defined to be the positive integer 
g= i (j,+k). (1.31) 
V=l 
In agreement with (1.30) and (1.31) for p = 0, the weight of a nonzero 
constant is defined to be 0. We say that a polynomial (1.23) is isobaric of 
weight g when it is nonzero and can be expressed as a sum of nonzero 
terms each of weight g. Of course, a nonzero sum of two isobaric polyno- 
mials each of weight g is isobaric of weight g. And, the product of two 
isobaric polynomials of respective weights g, and g, is isobaric of weight 
g, + g,. Writing wj UC+ ‘) for (w!~))‘, we see that the formal derivative of an 
isobaric polynomial of weight ‘g 2 1 is isobaric of weight g + 1. 
The isobaric polynomial wj VC) has weight g = j + k and it specifies cJk’(z), 
DlcF(z), and D#*(c) through (1.25), (1.26), and (1.27). For unrestricted 
c,(z), --., c,(z) and any one of the polynomial combinations 
a(z)v Btz)3 a~,~(z)~ tm.~(~)v Bm,j(z), 
Fm,,(Zh Gm,j(z), Hm,,(Z), Zrn,,(z) (1.32) 
of (1.25) in (1.11) through (1.22), there is a unique polynomial (1.23) from 
which it is obtained by substitution of (1.25) for (1.24) in (1.23). And, when 
nonzero, it is isobaric of weight g, where: for a(z), g = 1; for /3(z), g = 2; for 
LZ~,~(Z) withl<iandO<j<i+l, g=i-j+l;for tm,,(z), g=j;forB,,j(z) 
and 3 < j < m, g = j; for F,,,(z), g = j; for G,,,(z) and 2 < j < m, g = j; for 
ZZ,,, j(z) and 3 < j<m, g=j; for Zm,,(z), g= j. 
Simple arguments in [26] or [30] show that: any semi-invariant of the 
second kind having s as an integer for (1.28) is an isobaric polynomial 
whose weight g satisfies g = s > 2; and any relative invariant having s as an 
integer for (1.28) is an isobaric polynomial whose weight g satisfies 
g=s> 3. Thus, in our plan to obtain Z,,,(z) for (1.29) when 4< j<m, the 
expressions to be subtracted from H,,,,(z) must specify an isobaric semi- 
invariant of the first kind having weight j. This is illustrated for j = 4 and 
j=5 in (1.21) and (1.22). 
For later reference, we let 
a*(z)v B*tzh afj(z), t%,,(Z)9 BZ,,(z)~ 
C,(z), G:,,(z), fC,,(z), C,,(z) (1.33) 
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denote the expressions obtained when (1.26) is substituted for (1.24) in the 
various polynomials that specify (1.32). Similarly, we let 
a**(c), B**(r), 4ym r:,*,cr,, %,~K), 
f-,*,:63 G:(l), X,:(5), Ci,:(O (1.34) 
denote the expressions obtained when (1.27) is substituted for (1.24) in the 
same polynomials. 
Our immediate goals for Section 2 are to relate the B:,,(z) to the B,,Jz) 
by means of (1.2) and then to relate the B:,;(C) to the B:,,(z) by means 
of (1.2). As we shall see, this requires new results from Section 4. However, 
Sections 3, 4, and 5 are independent of Sections 1 and 2. 
2. BASIC RESULTS ABOUT RELATIVE INVARIANTS 
For a fixed integer m 2 2, we continue the context of Section 1 and intro- 
duce the m x m matrix 
-cl(z) -Q(Z) ... -cm-,(z) -G&) 
1 0 . . . 0 0 
Mm(z)= [ 0 1 . . . 0 0 
(2-l ) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 1 1 
so that (1.1) can be replaced with 
CA?-,, L-2, ***, JGl’= wf&))CY,-1, Ym-23 a**, YolT9 (2.2) 
where yi= yu), for i= 0, 1, . . . . m - 1, and T denotes matric transposition. 
Substituting c,*(z) for ci(z) in the right member of (2.1), we obtain an 
m x m matrix M,$(z) that enables us to replace (1.5) with 
Cd-,, d-2, . . . . dlT= @cxZ))C~,-1, urn-z, ***, %lT, (2.3) 
where vi= II(‘), for i= 0, 1, . . . . m - 1. Substituting c:*(c) for ci(z) in the 
right member of (2.1), we obtain an m x m matrix M,**(c) that enables us 
to replace (1.6) with 
cc- 1, t:, -2, . . . . a’= w,**(o)CL-,, tm-2, .**, toIT, 
where ti = D{u(f([)), for i = 0, 1, . . . . m - 1. 
(2.4) 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. The coefficients c:(z), . . . . c:(z) of (1.5) are given on 
u by 
P 
(J-I,(,) 
P(Z) ’ 
for j= 1, . . . . m. (2.5) 
Proof Let L(z, y, y’, . . . . y’“‘) and L*(z, v, v’, . . . . vCm)) denote the left 
members of (1.1) and (1.5). Using (1.7), we find that 
L(z, P(Z)& (P(Z)V)‘, . ..? (pWP9 
E f c,(z) y’ (m;i) (p’“-‘-yz))(v’“‘) 
i=O k=O 
-j, yg C.(z)(m;i) (p’“-‘-k’(z))(v’k’) 
-Jo lgo c,(z) (;I;) (P”-“(z))(v’“-“) 
= p(z) L*(z, 0, v’, . ..) IF), 
where c,*(z) in L* is given by (2.5). This completes the proof. 
The transformation (1.3) uniquely specifies m x m matrices 
pm(z) E CPi,,tz)l and Qrn(z) E CSi,,(z)l Q-6) 
whose components, for i, j= 1, 2, . . . . m, are the analytic functions on U 
given by 
when i < j, P,,,(Z) = 
ql,,(z)- -(“i: ‘) ““i(l;i”), when i<j, 
and p,,Jz) E qi,Jz) ~0, when i> j. In particular, P,(z) is a nonsingular 
upper triangular matrix and Q,,, is upper triangular. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. The companion matrices M,(z) and M,*(z) in (2.2) 
and (2.3) are related on U by 
M,*(z) = (~,(z)W’,(z)) + Q,(z). (2.7) 
Proof: For j= 1, . . . . m, we use (2.5) to obtain 
f (-ci(z)) Pl,,(z) + q1,,(z)* 
i= 1 > 
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Thus, the (1, j) components of the two members of (2.7) are equal. For 
i 2 2, the (i, j) component of the right member of (2.7) is 
Az, jtz) G Pi- 1. jtz) + 41.,tz)* 
If i<j+l, then pLPl,,- -qi,, and k,,,=O. If i=j+ 1, then pi-r,,= 1, 
ql,i E 0, and 1, j G 1. If i > j, then pip 1,J E 0, q,,, E 0, and II,,, E 0. This yields 
(2.7) and completes the proof. 
Recalling (1.7) we define <,,Jz) on 52, <z,,Jz) on U, and <z,$([) on V 
by 
L,o(z) = 1, 5X,0(z) - 1, Szl,T3(i) = 1, w3) 
in order to simplify later formulas such as (2.11). And, we let En, E,, E, 
denote the fields of meromorphic functions defined on Q, U, V, respec- 
tively. 
THEOREM 2.3. The expressions a*(z), j?*(z), t:,,(z) in (1.33) for m 22 
are given on U by 
W(z) 
a*(z) = Hz) + (m _ 1) p(z)’ 
P’(Z) a(z) (2 - mb’(4)2 P”(Z) 
‘*(‘) E ‘(‘) + (m - 1) p(z) + (m - 1)2 (P(z))~ + (m - 1) p(z)’ 
(2.10) 
m - i p(~-O(z) 
5it,jtzlE i 5m,itZ) m _ j 
i=O ( > P(Z) ’ 
for j= 1, . . . . m. (2.11) 
Proof Substituting j = 1 and j= 2 in (2.5), we find 
w’(z) c?(z) = c,(z) + - 
P(Z) 
(2.12) 
and 
c?(z) = CJZ) + Cl(Z) 
(m - 1) P’(Z) 
P(Z) 
(2.13) 
We use the formula a*(z) E (2cf(z))/(m(m - l)), corresponding to (1.12), 
as well as (2.12) to obtain (2.9). The formula 
64(z) - 2(m - 2)(D,c:(z)) 
p*(z) E 
- ((3m - l)(m -2)/m(m - l))(c:(z))’ > 
(m+ l)m(m- 1) 
(2.14) 
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corresponds to (1.13). Combining (2.14), (2.13), and (2.12), we express 
p*(z) in terms of cz(z) and c,(z) on U. Then, we involve (1.13) and (1.12) 
on U to eliminate c,(z), cl(z) and obtain (2.10). 
We set n = m - 1 and introduce 
QZ(Z, v, v’, u”) 57 v”V + d2 + u*(z) v’v + n~*(z)v* (2.15) 
in terms of a*(z) and /I*(z) on U. When the substitution 
Y=P(z)vY y’ = p(z)v’ + p’(z)v, . . . 
is applied to the restriction to U of 
Qn(z, y, y’, y”) = y”y + 
l-n 
( ) 
y y’* + 42) y’y + n/l(z) y2, 
formulas (2.9), (2.10), (2.15) yield 
(2.16) 
Q,(z, Y, Y’, Y”) - (P(Z))’ Q,% v, u’, v”) (2.17) 
over E,. Now, we consider the identity (4.3) in Theorem 4.1 for our pre- 
sent Q, and the context where E is E, and n = m - 1. In particular, (4.4) 
and (4.20) for (4.19) reduce to (1.14) and (1.11) for (1.9). Restricting the 
coefficients of our particular (4.3) to U, interpreting this identity as one 
over E,, and multiplying both of its members by (l/p(z))“+ ‘, we apply 
(2.16), (2.17) to obtain 
n-1 
1 (P:,)(D;Q,*) = v”L,*(z, v, v’, . . . . v(“+ “), (2.18) 
J=o 
where the PzJ are polynomials in v, v’, . . . over E, and 
n+l 
L,* = (l/P(‘)) c ‘,I, J(z)(~(z)v)‘J’ 
J=o 
z (l/p(z)) f &Jz) mc’ (mJ (D;P’+kp(z))v(k) 
i=O k=O 
s (l/p(z)) f mfk &&z) (“k i, (D:P’Pkp(z))t+k) 
k=O t=O 
(2.19) 
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However, an application of Theorem 4.2 to the identity (2.18) for Qz in 
(2.15) and n = m - 1 shows that 
L,* 3 f ~&(z)u(“-‘). (2.20) 
J=o 
We equate the coefficients of u@‘-~) in (2.20) and (2.19) to obtain (2.11). 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.4. The 1 x m row vectors 
and 
J,(z) = C4n,l(Z)9 ..*> &,Az)l (2.21) 
J,*(z) = Ce&)~ *.*, ev?l(z)l (2.22) 
are related on U through 
4%) = Vm(z))(P&)) (2.23) 
by means of the m x m matrix P,(z) in (2.6). 
Proof. Subtracting (2.11) from (2.5), we use (1.7), (2.8), and the com- 
ponents pi,Jz) of P,(z) to obtain 
for j = 1, . . . . m. This yields (2.23) and completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.5. For each z in I?, 
and, when m > 3, 
hn,,b)=O, en,,(z) = 0, (2.24) 
4n,3(z) = c3(z) + ( (m-~~-2~)(cl(z))3+((~-~~-2))cl(z)c;(r) 
+ (m- l)(m-2) 
( 12 )4(z)-(~)c1(zh(4 
m-2 -- ( > 2 4(z)- (2.25) 
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Moreover, for each z in U, B:,,(z) 5 Bz,2(~) z 0 and 
B;,,(z) = 4&)~ when m 3 3. (2.26) 
ProofI Proposition 4.4 yields (2.24). The definitions for (1.33) then give 
B:,,(z) E B&(z) = 0. Suppose m 2 3. Setting n = m- 1 in (4.28), we use 
(1.12) and (1.13) to write a,,- i ,+ Jz) as a polynomial combination of 
c,(z), c;(z), c;(z), c2(z), c;(z). This expression for 5,,j(z) is subtracted from 
c~(z) to obtain (2.25). We equate the (1, 3) components in (2.23) to deduce 
(2.26) and complete the proof. 
The univalent analytic function f on V in (1.2) maps V onto U. We 
necessarily have S’(z) #O, for each [ in K Let g be the inverse function for 
f: It follows that g is a univalent analytic function on U mapping U onto 
V and satisfying: f( g(z)) = z, for each z in U; g(f(lJ) = c, for each C in V; 
g’(z) # 0, for each z in U; and 
g’(f(i)) = w-‘(5)), 
For later reference, we also have 
for each i in K (2.27) 
-f “(0 
&w(i)) = (f,(r))j 
and 
-f”‘(i) 3(f”(r))2 
s”‘(f(5)) - (fyr))4 + (f’(o)’ Y 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
for each [ in V. 
For each u(z) in E, and each [ in V, we have 
W(O) = (g’(f(r)))(D,(uof)(r)) 
and 
(2.30) 
cm)) = kvm2 (q(~d(5)) + (g”(f(i)))(Dc(uof)(r)). (2.31) 
Analytic functions ui,Jz) on U, for i, j = 0, 1, 2, . . . . are defined in E, by 
%,0(Z) = 1; 
u,,o(z) = 0, for i= 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
U,,j(Z) = 0, for i, j=O, 1, 2, . . . and kj; 
u,,,(z) = ‘:- ,,,k) + k’(z))(u,- l,J- I(‘)), 
for i, j= 1, 2, 3, . . . and i> j, (2.32) 
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Using (2.32) and writing (v”)(z)),,~~~, for v”)(f(~)), we find that 
(~%Hz=f(~) = i (u,,j(f(r)))(of(vof)(r)), 
j=O 
for i=O, 1, 2, . . . and each c in V. (2.33) 
Applying the calculus of finite differences to (2.32) on lJ, we obtain 
Ui,r(Z) z (d(z))i7 for i= 0, 1, 2, . . . . (2.34) 
q-l(z)- ; 
0 
k’(z))i-2 k”(Z)), for i = 1, 2, 3, . . . . (2.35) 
w(z)r3 k’“(z)) + 3 : (g’(z))i-4 (g”(z))*, 
0 
for i=2, 3, 4 ,.... (2.36) 
PROWSITION 2.6. The coefficients c:*(c), . . . . c:*(l) of (1.6) are given on 
V by 
C**(C)= i (cXf(O))(f’(C))” (urn-,,-,(f(i))), 3 forj= 1, . . . . m. 
i=O 
(2.37) 
Proof: Let L*(z, v, v’, . . . . v(*)) and L**(c, t, t’, . . . . t’“)) denote the left 
members of (1.5) and (1.6). Using (1.5), (1.7), (2.33), (2.34), (2.27), and 
(1.6), we find that 
w*cz, 4z), v’(z), . . . . v(m)(z)))z=J-(~) 
= f. (GYf(C))) 1;; (u,-,,k(f(r)))(D:(vof)(r)) 
=fo ;g (c,*(f(r)))(u,-I,k(f(r)))(D2(vOf)(r)) 
c f i (ci*(f(r)))(u,-i,,-,(f(r)))(or;-’(vof)(r)) 
I=0 i=O 
= k’(f(r)))m w**(z, f(5), t’(r), . ..> t’“‘(O)), 
where t(C) = (oaf)(C). Thus, c,**(C) is given by (2.37). This completes the 
proof. 
The transformation (1.4) uniquely specifies m x m matrices 
and sm(C) E Cs, j(C)1 (2.38) 
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whose components, for i, j= 1, 2, . . . . m, are the analytic functions on V 
given by 
and 
r,,,(i) = (f’(i))” (Urn-,,,-,(f(i))) 
s,,,(i) =d,- 1,/- u-‘(i))” (%n+ lLL,mp,(fKN). 
Here, for any integers p and v, a,,, equals 1 when p = v and it equals 0 
when p# v. Due to (2.32) and (2.34), IS,,,([) is a nonsingular upper tri- 
angular matrix. But, S,(l) is upper triangular if and only if S’(c) = 1 and 
f(c) z 5 + C, for some constant C. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. The companion matrices M,*(z) and M,**(l) in (2.3) 
and (2.4) are related on V by 
M,**(r) = W,*(f(S))U,(I)) + uo. (2.39) 
Proof. For j= 1, . . . . m, we use (2.37) and (2.32) to obtain 
-c,**(i) = ,tl (-c:(f(i)))(r,,,(O)) +slJi). 
( 
Thus, the (1, j) components of the two members of (2.39) are equal. For 
i > 2, the (i, j) component of the right member of (2.39) equals 
6,- l,krk,j(C) 
> 
+ S,,(C) - rr- l,,(5) + SJi) E di- 0 
This yields (2.39) and completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2.8. The expressions a**(i), /l**(i), <z,:(C) in (1.34) for 
m > 2 are given on V by 
a**(C) = (a*(f(O))(f’(i)) -$$f, (2.40) 
B**(T) = (B*(f(5))Mf’(i))2Y (2.41) 
cl,*,(T)- c (rX,,(f(i)))(f’(S))“(u,-,,,~i(f(T))), 
I=0 
for j= 1, . . . . m. (2.42) 
Proof: Using (2.37) for j= 1, (2.34), (2.35), (2.27), and (2.28), we 
obtain 
cl**(i) = (4Tf(O))(f ‘(ill - (;) f+, (2.43) 
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for each c in K Application of (2.37) for j= 2, (2.34), (2.35), (2.36), (2.27), 
(2.28), and (2.29) shows that, for each c in V, 
(2.44) 
The formulas a*(z) E (2c:(z))/(m(m - 1)) and IX**([) G (2c:*(c))/ 
(m(m- 1)) correspond to (1.12). We use them and (2.43) to obtain (2.40). 
The formulas (2.14) and 
W*(i) - W- 2W&*(5)) 
8**(r) = -(Pm- l)(m-2)/m(m-l))(c:*(r))* 
(m+l)m(m-1) 
for p*(z) on U and j?**(c) on V, correspond to (1.13). We use (2.45), 
(2.44), (2.43), and (2.14) to deduce (2.41). 
Setting n = m - 1, we apply (2.30) (2.31),’ (2.40), (2.41) to Qz in (2.15) 
and verify that, for each [ in V, 
(Q% u(z), W), u”(dLfcr, 
= WU-(O))* (Qn**(L t(C), t’(l), t”(O)), (2.46) 
where t(C) =U(O) = (u~f)(Ll and 
Q,f *((, t, t’, t’) = t”t + I’* + a**([) t’t + n/?**(()t*. (2.47) 
The identity (2.18) for Qz in (2.15) and L,* in (2.20) yields 
(f’(O)” (;;: (f’LW~Q3)z;f~~~ 
= (f’(r))” (a-(5)))” w,*)z=f(t;,~ (2.48) 
for each [ in V. Due to (2.46) and (2.33), we see that 
(&Q,*(z, u(z), u’(z), ~“(z))),=~~~~ 
E~$, (uj,~(~(f(r))){~~C(g’(so))* (Qn**(l, t(C), t’(l), t”(5)))l)~ 
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for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . and each [ in V. Thus, polynomial combinations Pz.7 of 
t(c), t’(c), . . . over E, exist such that (2.48) can be rewritten on V as 
n-l 
,go (P:,;)(D~Q,**(i, t(i), f’(i), f’(i))) = (t(i))’ (L,**h (2.49) 
where 
L** = (f’(T))” bz%=,,, ” 
= (f’(i))” f (5Z,df(i))) y (U,-,,k(f(r)))(D:(v’f)o) 
I=0 k=O 
= (f’(c))” f mfk (5~,i(f(r)))(“,-,k(f(i)))(D:(uof)(r)) 
k=O r=O 
- qw) + 1 (?~,yiMq-‘aN (2.50) 
J=I 
and qzI”,([) is given by the right member of (2.42). However, an application 
of Theorem 4.2 to the identity (2.49) for Qz* in (2.47) and the context 
where E is E,, ’ is D,, and n=m- 1 shows that 
L,** - Dr;tK) + f (5Z,;(iW(;-‘N)), (2kl) 
I=1 
for each c in V. We equate the coefficients of (Dy-Jt({)) in (2.51) and 
(2.50) to obtain (2.42). This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.9. The 1 x m TOW vectors 
and J,*(z) in (2.22) are related on V through 
J,*(i) = v:(f(L7)wn(i)) (2.53) 
by means of the m x m matrix R,,,(l) in (2.38). 
Proof: Subtracting (2.42) from (2.37), we use (1.7), (2.8), and the 
components r,,,(c) of R,(c) to obtain 
c,**(~)-t%~(~)s 2 (c,*(f(r))-r~,,(f(r)))(r,,J(5)), 
r=l 
for j= 1, . . . . m. This yields (2.53) and completes the proof. 
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COROLLARY 2.10. For each [ in V, 
4yx) = (B,,3(f(r)))(f’(r))3, when ma3. (2.54) 
ProoJ: Using B:,,(z) = B:,,(z) ~0 and (2.26) of Corollary 2.5, we 
equate the (1, 3) components of (2.53) to obtain (2.54). This completes the 
proof. 
Formula (2.54) shows that a relative invariant of weight 3 is specified by 
B,,,(z) when m > 3. Dividing B,,,(z) in (2.25) by m3 - m, we obtain an 
expression analogous to one in [26, p. 127, Eq. (lo)] or [30, p. 112, 
Eq. (lo)] for m 2 3 and one in [32, p. 1171 or [27, p. 421 (misprinted)] for 
m = 3. 
To derive further relative invariants when m 2 4, we include here for 
later reference the formulas 
for j= 1, . . . . m, (2.55) 
and 
%1,7(5)~ i (BZ,i(f(C)))(f’(C))” (Um-i,m-j(f(0))~ 
r=3 
for j = 1, . . . . m, (2.56) 
obtained from (2.23) and (2.53) for m > 2. The following result will be used 
in the proofs of Proposition 2.12 and Theorem 2.13. 
LEMMA 2.11. Gioen p(z) in (1.2),formulas (1.16), (1.17), and (1.33)yield 
(2.57) 
on Ufor p=O, 1, 2, ,... 
ProoJ: For p= 0, 1, 2, . . . . let S,(z) denote the left member of (2.57). 
Using (1.16), (1.33), and (2.12), we deduce So(z)= 1 = F,,,(z) and 
S,(z) = ( - cf(z)/m) + $f- ( -cl(z)/m)= F,,,(z). 
Suppose S,(z) = F,,+(z), for some p 2 1. Using this with (1.16), (1.17), 
(1.33), and (2.12), we obtain 
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F ,,,+,(z)~F~,~,(z)+F,,,(z)F,,~(z) 
= s,+ l(Z). 
Thus, we have S,(z) = F,,Jz), for all nonnegative integers p. This com- 
pletes the proof. 
The following precise formulation of a classical result will be needed for 
Proposition 2.14. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. On U, (1.18) and (1.33) yield G,,,(z)-0 and 
GZ,j(z) - Gm,,(z), for j = 1, 2, . ..) m. (2.58) 
Proof To deduce G,,,(z) ~0, we combine (1.18) for j= 1 with (1.7) 
and (1.16). We use (1.18), the analogous formula for G;,,(z) in (1.33), 
(2.5), (1.7), and (2.57) to obtain 
= G,,,(z), 
on U for j= 1, 2, . . . . m. This completes the proof. 
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Our formula (1.18) for the G,,j(z) is new and much more explicit than 
earlier definitions; e.g., compare [43, pp. 287-288; 7, p. 30; 49, pp. 14171. 
In fact, it is not obvious what G,,j(z) corresponds to in previous publi- 
cations. To explain this and to clarify the standard argument for (2.58), we 
include the following proof. 
Alternate Proof of Proposition 2.12. There are analytic’ functions a(z), 
r(z) defined and free of zeros on a subregion U,, of U such that 
ez) -= -(c1(z)Ym 
a) - 
and T’(Z) -- -(cfyz))/m, 
T(Z) 
for each z in U,,. Formulas (1.16), (1.17), and analogous ones for (1.33) 
yield 
.(j)(z) 
--FF,.J(z) 
4z) 
and 
T(J)(Z) - E Fz*, j(Z)* 
T(Z) 
(2.59) 
for each z in U, and j = 0, 1, 2, . . . . We use (2.5), (2.59), and (1.18) to see 
that the substitution y = U(Z)U, for z in U,,, transforms (1.1) into 
zP)+ f G,,j(z)~(m-J)=O. (2.~) 
j=l 
Similarly, the substitution u = T(Z) w, for z in U,, transforms (1.5) into 
wcm)+ f G:,j(~)w(m-J)=O. (2.61) 
j=l 
Of course, y = p(z)0 from (1.3) transforms (1.1) into (1.5). Therefore, the 
substitution u = x(z)w having x(z) = p(z) z(z)/a(z), for z in U,,, transforms 
(2.60) into (2.61). But, (1.18), (1.7), (1.16), and (1.33) yield G,,l(z)=O and 
G;,,(z) E 0. Consequently, x(z) is a nonzero constant function on U, and 
u = x(z) w transforms (2.60) into 
wcm)+ f G,,,(z)w’“-J’=O. (2.62) 
j=l 
Since (2.61) and (2.62) coincide, this yields (2.58) and completes the alter- 
nate proof. 
Of course, (1.18) and (2.58) show that G,,,*(z), . . . . G,,,(z) specify m- 1 
algebraically independent semi-invariants of the first kind. For reference in 
Proposition 2.14, we note that (1.18) yields 
Gm.2(z)~~~(~)+(~)~;(Z)+(~) (cl(z))'. (2.63) 
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Semi-invariants of the first kind corresponding to G,,,,(z), G,,,(z) when 
m > 3, and Gm,Jz) when m > 4 appeared in [ 13, Eqs. ( 1 1 ), ( 12); 14, 
Eq. (23)]. Formula (2.41) shows that p(z) in (1.13) specifies a semi- 
invariant of the second kind having weight 2. This was noted in [ 15, 
p. 4463. For a synopsis of [13-151, see [7, pp. 27-351. To obtain more 
useful semi-invariants of the first kind by modifying the relations (2.55), we 
were led to (1.19) and the following particularly significant new result. 
THEOREM 2.13. On U, (1.19) and (1.33) yield 
for j= 1, 2, . . . . m. (2.64) 
And, when m 2 3, m - 2 algebraically independent semi-invariants of the first 
kind are specified by H,,,J(z), . . . . . H,,Jz). 
Proof: We use (1.33), (2.55), (2.57), and (1.19) to obtain 
= H,,,(z), 
on U for j= 1, 2, . . . . m. 
Suppose m>3. The lm,,(z) in (1.11) and the F,,,,(z) in (1.16), (1.17) do 
not involve cj(z), . . . . c,(z). And, we have F,,,(z) = 1. Therefore, for 
j = 3, . . . . m, B&z) in (1.15) and H,,Jz) in (1.19) effectively involve c,(z) 
but do not involve any coefficient of (1.1) having a subscript greater than 
j. This yields the last assertion of Theorem 2.13 and completes its proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.14. When m 2 3, a relative invariant for ( 1.1) of weight 3 
is speclsed by 
Z,,,(z) = H,,,(z). (2.65) 
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When m > 4, a relative invariant for (1.1) of weight 4 is specified by 
Zm,4(z) = II,,,(z) - ( ) y (G,,(z)). (2.66) 
When m 2 5, a relative invariant for (1.1) of weight 5 is specified by 
I.,,.,wL,&)-(f$) (L.4(z))-((m-4),(m-3)) K3(z)) 
- (m ;;‘~l;;;~;;113)) (Gm.~(z) Znz,&)). (2.67) 
Moreover, when m 2 4, the relative invariants corresponding to (2.65) and 
(2.66) are algebraically independent; and, when m > 5, the relative invariants 
corresponding to (2.65), (2.66), and (2.67) are algebraically independent. 
Proof We deduce H,,,(z) = B, 3(z) from (1.19) and (1.16). Thus, 
Corollary 2.10 shows that (2.65) specifies a relative invariant of weight 3. 
Suppose m 24. Let ;1 be a complex number and let Q(z) on 52 be the 
polynomial combination of (1.25) defined by 
@(z) = ffm,4(z) +G,,(z). (2.68) 
Let Q*(z) on U and Q**(r) on V be the corresponding polynomial com- 
binations of (1.26) and (1.27). Theorem 2.13 and (2.65) yield Q*(z) E @j(z) 
on U. Using (2.56), (2.34), and (2.35), we deduce 
Q**(i) = KyJi) + 4~,4yxN 
= e!3(i) + n(o,C(z,,,(f(i)))(f’(i))‘l) 
= (@*(f(i))Nf ‘(<)I4 + tP + (m - 3)Nf ‘(1))* (f”(5))(Z,,,(f(i))), 
on V. Thus, Q(z) in (2.68) specifies a relative invariant of weight 4 if and 
only if II = -(m - 3)/2; and, (2.66) specifies a relative invariant of weight 4. 
Suppose m > 5. Let A,, A,, & be complex numbers and let Y(z) on 52 be 
the polynomial combination of (1.25) defined by 
Y(z) = H,,&) + hCn,,(z) + W;,,(z) + ~,Gm,Az) L,,(z). (2.69) 
Let Y*(z) on U and Y**(i) on V be the corresponding polynomial com- 
binations of (1.26) and (1.27). Our results about (2.64), (2.65), (2.66), and 
(2.58) yield Y*(z) = Y(z) on U. For G:,,(z) in (1.33) and G:.**(c) in (1.34) 
505/80/1-9 
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corresponding to G,,,(z) in (1.32) and (2.63), we apply (2.44) and (2.43) 
to obtain 
+(“; ‘)((~)-(~)(~)‘)> (2.70) 
on V. Using (2.56), (2.34), (2.35), (2.36), (2.66), (2.65), and (2.70), we 
deduce, for [ in V, that 
xl(i) = (41, + 2(m - 4))(f’(C))3 (f”(5))(Z,,,(f(i))), 
x2(1) = (7A2 + (m -4Nm - 3))(f’(i))3 (f”(i))(Z~,,(f(r))), 
x (f’W (f”‘(i))(z,,3(f(r))). 
We find the condition x,(i) = x2([) = x3([) - 0 is satisfied if and only if II,, 
,12, 1, for (2.69) have the values indicated in (2.67); and for these values we 
also have x.,(c) E 0. Thus, (2.67) specifies a relative invariant of weight 5. 
For 3 <j< 5 and j<m, Z,,,(z) effectively involves c,(z) but does not 
involve any coeffkient of ( 1.1) having a subscript greater than j. This yields 
the last assertion in Proposition 2.14 and completes its proof. 
The m x m matrices 
and 
Y(i) = (Qm(f(i))NRn(i)) + X,x(0, 
defined through (2.6) and (2.38) for each i in V, depend only on (1.2) and 
m. They satisfy det(X([)) # 0, for each i in K When (1.2) and m are fixed, 
each (1.1) on a region Q containing U specifies corresponding companion 
matrices M,(z) and M,**(c) for (2.2) and (2.4). 
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PROPOSITION 2.15. Relative to m 2 2 and a given substitution (1.2), X(c) 
and Y(c) are unique m x m matrices over E, such that 
M,**(i) = t~,tftl)))(~tI)) + y(r)> (2.71) 
for each (1.1) on a region Q containing U and each 5 in V. Moreover, the 
corresponding J,(z) in (2.21) and J,**(c) in (2.52) are related by 
for each [ in V. 
J,**(i) = tJrntftr)))twi))> (2.72) 
Proof Propositions 2.2, 2.7 and Corollaries 2.4, 2.9 yield (2.71) and 
(2.72). To establish the uniqueness of X(c) and Y(c), suppose X,(l) and 
Y,(c) are m x m matrices over E, that satisfy 
M,**(i) = (~,tftI)))t~ltI)) + Y,(C) 
and therefore (M,(f(5)))(X,(c)-X(c))= Y(i)- Y,(c), for each (1.1) on 
an Sz containing U and each 5 in V. From this we deduce X,(l) z X(c) and 
Y,(c) E Y(c) to complete the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2.16. The homogeneous linear differential equation ( 1.1 ), 
for m > 2, has a fundamental system of local solutions of the form (1.10) if 
and only zf there is a substitution (1.2) such that the corresponding (1.6) 
satisfies 
c,**(c)Eo, for j = 1, 2, .,,, m. (2.73) 
Proof: Suppose 4(z), $(z) are meromorphic functions on a subregion 
U,, of D such that (1.10) is a fundamental system of solutions for (1.1) on 
U,,. Then, there is a subregion U of U, such that 4(z) # 0, for each z in U, 
and the function g defined on U by 
r = g(z) = Icl(zM(z), for each z in U, 
is a univalent analytic function on U. Let (1.2) be the substitution having 
p(z)=(d(z))“-’ on U and z=f(c)=g-l(i) on V=g(U). Then, the sub- 
stitution y =p(z)v transforms (1.1) into a (1.5) having 
(1, g(z)7 tdz))z~ . ..Y (g(z))“- ll (2.74) 
as a fundamental system of solutions on U. In this (1.5), we set z = f(c) 
and t(c)=v(f([)) to obtain a (1.6) having 
(1, i, r*, ... . c- ‘} (2.75) 
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as a fundamental system of solutions on V. Therefore, this (1.6) satisfies 
(2.73). 
Suppose a substitution (1.2) transforms (1.1) into some (1.6) that 
satisfies (2.73). Set {= g(z) =f-‘( ) z on U. There is an analytic function 
d(z) on a subregion U, of U such that (b(z))“- ’ -p(z) on U,. Set 
e(z) - g(z) i(z) on U,. Since (2.73) shows that (2.75) is a fundamental 
system of solutions on V,, = g( U,) for this (1.6), (2.74) is a fundamental 
system of solutions on U, for the corresponding (1.5) and (1.10) is a 
fundamental system of solutions on UO for ( 1.1). This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 2.17. The homogeneous linear differential equation (1.1 ), for 
m > 2, has a fundamental system of local solutions of the form (1.10) $ and 
only if 
&,,(z) = 0, for j = 1, 2, . . . . m. (2.76) 
Proof Suppose (1.1) satisfies (2.76). Then, (1.15) and Proposition 4.4 
show that (1.1) coincides with (1.9) and therefore has a fundamental 
system of local solutions of the form (1.10). 
Suppose (1.1) has a fundamental system of local solutions of the form 
(1.10). Then, Proposition 2.16 yields a substitution (1.2) that transforms 
(1.1) into some (1.6) satisfying (2.73). For this (1.6), we have a**({) ~0, 
p**(c)=O, {z,T([)=O, for j= 1, 2, . . . . m, and 
Sg+J([) e c,** (0 - clr”,cr, z 0, for j= 1, 2, . . . . m. (2.77) 
Since the components of J,**(c) in (2.52) satisfy (2.77), (2.72) shows that 
the components of J,(z) in (2.21) satisfy (2.76). This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.18. For m > 2, there is a substitution ( 1.2) that transforms 
(1.1) into some (1.6) satisfying (2.73) zf and only zf (1.1) satisfies (2.76). 
Proof Proposition 2.16 and Theorem 2.17 yield this result. 
COROLLARY 2.19. For m 3 2, suppose ( 1.1) has a fundamental system 
of local solutions of the form (1.10) and suppose d,(z), . . . . d,,,(z) are 
meromorphic functions on Q satisfying 
d,(z) = c,(z), 4(z) = c&J 
and the requirement that the differential equation 
(2.78) 
y(m) + f d,(z) y'" -') = 0 (2.79) 
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has a fundamental system of local solutions of the form 
{(o(.~))~-‘-‘(r(z))‘: for i=O, 1, . . . . m- 1). 
Then, dj(z) z cj(z), for j= 1, 2, . . . . m. 
Proof. Due to (2.78), the elements &(z), . . . . t,,,(z) defined for (1.1) 
by means of (1.12)-(1.14) and (1.11) are the same as the corresponding 
elements defined for (2.79). Therefore, Theorem 2.17 yields 
d,(z) - L,,(4 = c,(z), for j = 1, 2, . . . . m. 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.20. For a given (1.1) having m > 2, there are unique 
meromorphic functions tm,l(~), . . . . t,,,( z on Sz such that (1.8) is satisfied ) 
and (1.9) has a fundamental system of local solutions of the form (1.10). 
Moreover, they are given by (1.1 1 )-( 1.14). 
Proof, Proposition 4.4 shows that ( 1.1 1 )-( 1.14) specify functions having 
the indicated properties. To establish their uniqueness, we apply 
Corollary 2.19 with (1.9) in place of (1.1). This completes the proof. 
3. ABSENCE OF MOVABLE BRANCH POINTS 
Let the coefficients a(z), . . . . f(z) of 
a(z) Y”~ + b(z) y”y’ + c(z) y’y + d(z) y” 
+ e(z) y’y + f(z) y2 = 0 (3.1) 
belong to the field E, of meromorphic functions of a complex variable z on 
a region a of the complex plane, let Q(z, y, y’, y”) denote the left member 
of (3.1), and set 
a(z) Hz)/2 c(z)/2 
d(z)= b(z)/2 d(z) e(z)/2 . 
c(z)/2 e(z)/2 f(z) 
TO specify all such Q(z, y, y’, y”) that satisfy important identities of the 
type (3.21), we first need a precise characterization of the various (3.1 )‘s 
whose solutions are free of movable branch points. 
When a(z) f 0 f d(z), (3.1) can be written as 
(2a(z) y” + b(z) y’ + c(z) y)’ + A2(z) y” 
+ A,(z) Y’Y + 4(z) Y2 = 0, (3.2) 
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where 
A,=4ad-b2, A,=4ae-2bc, A, = 4af - c2, 
and where the expression D(z) E (A3(~))2 - 4(A,(z))(A,(z)) satisfies 
D(z) = -26(a(z))(A(z)) f 0. 
We established in [ 111 that, when a(z) f 0 f d(z), the solutions of (3.1) 
are free of movable branch points in the precise sense of [S, 111 if and only 
if A2(z) f 0 and (3.2) satisfies 
b(z) - 2A’(zj2~z~3(z) -E!&!) (a(z)) 
and 
(3.3) 
THEOREM 3.1. The solutions of (3.1) are free of movable branch points in 
the precise sense of [ 5, 111 if and only if 
A(z) = 0 and Q(z, Y, Y’, Y”) f 0 (3.5) 
or 
(4z))(A2(z)N4z)) f 0 and (3.2) satisfies (3.3) and (3.4) (3.6) 
or 
a(z) = b(z) = 0 f c(z) and d(z) = -c(z) (3.7) 
or 
a(z) = b(z) E 0 f c(z) 
and 
(c(z)), for some integer m # 0, 1. (3.8) 
Moreover, if (3.5) or (3.6) or (3.7) or (3.8) for m > 1 is satisfied, then the 
solutions of (3.1) are free of movable singularities. And, $ (3.8) for m < 0 
is satisfied, then the solutions of (3.1) have movable poles but no movable 
essential singularities. 
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Explanation. Both (3.7) and (3.8) are consistent with [38, 39, 23, 29, 
lo]. However, because we shall base Theorem 3.1 on precise definitions, 
the cl-theory in [38, 39, 23, 29, lo] is not directly applicable. 
Let S,,(Q) denote the subset of 52 such that, for any z0 in 52, z0 belongs 
to S,,(Q) if and only if z0 is a branch point for some local solution of (3.1). 
To say that z0 is a movable branch point for the solutions of (3.1) relative 
to G means that z0 is an interior point of S,,(Q). Similarly, subsets S,(Q), 
S,,(Q), and S,,,(Q) of 0 are defined and their respective interior points are 
the movable singularities, movable poles, and movable essential singularities 
for the solutions of (3.1) relative to 51. Namely, for z,, in !Z?, z0 belongs to 
S,(Q) or to S,,(Q) or to S,,,(Q), respectively, according to whether z0 is 
a singular point or a pole or an essential singular point for some local solu- 
tion of (3.1). For z,, in Q, to say z0 is a singular point for some local solution 
y,(z) of (3.1) relative to analytic continuation in Q means there is a curve 
y in C! from the subregion U of Sz on which y,-Jz) is defined to z0 such that 
uO(z) can be analytically continued from U along y to any point of y except 
z0 but cannot be analytically continued along y to include zO. In particular, 
S,(Q) contains S,,(Q), S,o(Q)T and L(Q). 
Naturally, to say the solutions of (3.1) relative to 52 are free of movable 
branch points, or are free of movable singulal’ities, or are free of movable 
poles, or are free of movable essential singularities means the corresponding 
set S,,(Q), or S,(Q), or S,,(Q), or S,,,(Q) has no interior points. As in 
[ll, pp. 82-831, the dependence of Theorem 3.1 on G? can be removed by 
observing that each of the relations (3.5), (3.6), (3.7), (3.8) is preserved 
under simultaneous analytic continuation of a(z), . . . . f(z). 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. If a(z) f 0 3 d(z) or 
a(z) = b(z) z c(z) E 0 f Q(z, Y, ~‘7 Y”). 
then Q(z, y, y’, y”) is expressible as a product of nonzero homogeneous 
linear polynomials in y, y’, y” over some quadratic extension field of E, 
(e.g., see [ll, p. 863). When a(z) = 0 and either b(z) f 0 or c(z) f 0, we 
find the condition d(z) = 0 is satisfied if and only if Q(z, y, y’, y”) is 
expressible as a product of (b(z) y’+ c(z)y) and some nonzero 
homogeneous linear polynomial in y, y’, y” over E,. Thus, whenever (3.5) 
is satisfied, the solutions of (3.1) are free of movable singularities. Due to 
the information about (3.6) in [ 111, it merely remains for us to examine 
the case a(z) = 0 f d(z). 
Suppose (3.1) satisfies a(z) z 0 f d(z) and its solutions are free of 
movable branch points. Under the substitution 
Y’ = yw, y” = y( w’ + w2), (3.9) 
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(3.1) is transformed into 
(b(z)w+c(z))w’+b(z)w3 + (c(z) +d(z))w* 
+e(z)w+f(z)=o. (3.10) 
As a consequence of Lemma 3.2, the solutions of (3.10) are free of movable 
branch points. Therefore, the situation n = 1 of [ 11, Theorem 1.11 shows 
that (b(z)w + c(z)) divides the left member of (3.10). Due to d(z) f 0, this 
requires b(z) -0, c(z) f 0, and d(z) f 0. If d(z) = -c(z), then we have 
(3.7). Thus, suppose d(z) f -c(z). To obtain (3.8), we rewrite (3.10) as 
w’ + p(z) w* + a(z) w + T(Z) = 0, (3.11) 
where p(z) z 1 + (d(z)/c(z)), a(z) = e(z)/c(z), and T(Z) =f(z)/c(z). There is 
a simply connected subregion U of Sz and an analytic function F(z) on U 
such that: p(z), g(z), r(z) are analytic on U; 0 #p(z) # 1, for each z in U; 
and the function wO(z)=F’(z) is a solution of (3.11) on U. We obtain 
u'-(2w,(z)p(z)+ a(z))u-p(z)=0 (3.12) 
from (3.11) by means of w = w. + (l/u). Let uo(z) be an analytic solution 
of (3.12) on U. We obtain 
u'-(2w,(z)p(z)+a(z))v=O (3.13) 
from (3.12) by means of u = u. + o. There is a simply connected subregion 
V of U and there is an analytic solution uo(z) of (3.13) on V such that 
u,,(z) # 0, for each z in V, and the analytic function 4 defined on V by 
d(z) - (~O(Z)Y(~O(Z))~ for each z in V, 
is univalent on V. Because uo(z) and uo(z) are solutions on V of (3.12) and 
(3.13), respectively, we obtain 
4’(z) = Mz)Muo(z)h for each z in V. 
Therefore, a meromorphic solution of (3.11) on V is given by 
w(z) = F’(z) + 
1 4’(z) 
h(Z) - Ku,(z) = F’(z) + p(z)($zqz) - K)’ 
for each constant K. Let C, C, , C, be circles of positive radii contained in 
I’ such that C, and Cz are disjoint, the center a of C, lies on C, and C, 
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is inside C. Then, for any point s inside Cz, we use (3.9) to see that an 
analytic solution y,(z) of (3.1) is defined for z inside C1 by 
where [a, z] denotes the line segment from a to z. Moreover, because 4 is 
univalent on V, y,(z) can be analytically continued along any curve in V 
from a that does not contain s. 
To show that l/p(s) is an integer for each s inside C2, suppose s0 is a 
point inside C2 and l/p(s,) is not an integer. Then, there is a neighborhood 
N(s,) of s0 inside C, such that, for each s in ZV(s,), l/p(s) is not an integer. 
For s fixed in N(s,), the univalence of 4 on I/ shows that 
4’(i) 4’(i) 
P(i)(&i) - d(s)) - P(S)(d(O - 4(s)) 
has a finite limit as 5 approaches s and defines through continuity an 
analytic function of i on V. Therefore, the integrals 
4’(C) 4 
I1 = L P(O(d(O - i(s)) and 
1 
Iz=p(s) I 
d’(i) 4 
c 4(0-4(s) 
taken one time counterclockwise about the circle C satisfy I, = Z2. But, the 
only zero of q5([) - 4(s) on V is the simple zero [ = s. Therefore, we obtain 
p(s)Z, = 27ti by the argument principle (e.g., see [l, pp. 1381393). This 
yields exp(Z,) # 1. When y,(z) on the inside of C, is analytically continued 
one time counterclockwise about C to obtain a function jS(z) defined on 
the inside of C1, we have 
PM = @xpVA)Mz)) Z Y,(Z), for each z inside C,. 
Hence, for each s in N(s,), s is a branch point for the corresponding local 
solution y,(z) of (3.1). This contradiction to the absence of movable branch 
points for the solutions of (3.1) shows that l/p(s) is an integer when s is 
a point inside C2. Continuity of p(z) inside C2 yields an integer m # 0, 1 
such that p(z) = l/m, for each z in 51. Thus, we obtain (3.8). 
To complete the proof of Theorem 3.1, we apply Propositions 3.3 
and 3.4. 
LEMMA 3.2. Zf the solutions of (3.1) are free of movable branch points 
and if the substitution (3.9) is used to transform (3.1) into 
P(z, w, w’) = 0 (3.14) 
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according to Q(z, y, yw, y(w’ + w’)) = y’P(z, w, w’), then the solutions of 
(3.14) are free of movable branch points. 
Proof Let S,,(P) be defined for (3.14) just as S,,(Q) was defined for 
(3.1). Suppose z0 belongs to S,,(P). Then, there is a deleted neighborhood 
N&o, 6)={z:O<lz-z,l<6) 
of z,, and there is an analytic function G(z) on an open disk D contained 
in N,(zo, 6) such that: w,,(z)=G’(z) is a local solution of (3.14) on D; 
w,,(z) can be analytically continued along any curve from D contained in 
N,(z,, 6); and analytic continuation of we(z) from D one time about z0 
and back to D does not return it to its initial branch on D. Thus, the 
function 
Y&I = exp(G(z)), for z in D, 
is a local solution of (3.1) on D and y,(z) can be analytically continued 
along any curve from D in N,(z,, 6). Moreover, analytic continuation of 
yO(z) from D one time about z0 and back to D does not return it to its 
initial branch on D; otherwise, 
wdz) = Yb(ZYY&) 
would return to its initial branch. Thus, z,, belongs to S,,(Q). Since S,,(P) 
is a subset of S,,(Q), neither contains interior points. This completes the 
proof. 
The proof of [ 11, Proposition 6.41 implicitly used the contrapositive of 
Lemma 3.2. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Suppose a(z), p(z) belong to E, and let U be any 
simply connected subregion of 52 that does not contain poles of a(z) or p(z). 
Then, the solutions of 
y”y - Y’~ + a(z) y’y + p(z) y2 = 0 (3.15) 
are free of movable singularities and there is a noncountably infinite linearly 
independent set of analytic solutions on U of (3.15). 
Proof There are analytic functions F(z), G(z) on U such that F’(z) f 0 
and the solutions of 
w’ + a(z) w + p(z) = 0 (3.16) 
on U are w(z)= K,F’(z)+ G’(z), where K, is an arbitrary constant. That 
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(3.9) relates (3.15) and (3.16) was noted in [39, p. 38, Eq. (6)]. Thus, the 
solutions of (3.15) on U are 
Y(Z) = K2 exp(K, f’(z) + G(z)), (3.17) 
where K,, K, are arbitrary constants. Our freedom in selecting U shows 
that the only singular points that local solutions of (3.15) may have occur 
at the poles of a(z) or j?(z). Thus, the solutions of (3.15) are free of movable 
singularities. Of course, the set of local solutions of (3.15) given by (3.17) 
for K2 = 1 and arbitrary K, is noncountably infinite. It is also linearly 
independent by Proposition 5.3. This completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Suppose a(z), p(z) belong to E,, let U be any simply 
connected subregion of 52 that does not contain any poles of a(z) or p(z), and 
let m be a nonzero integer. When m > 0, the solutions of 
l-m 
y”Y+ m ( > y’2 + a(z) y’y + m/I(z) y2 = 0 (3.18) 
are free of movable singularities. When m < 0, the solutions of (3.18) are free 
of movable branch points and movable essential singularities, but have 
movable poles. And, when m < 0, there is an infinite linearly independent set 
of meromorphic solutions on U of (3.18). 
Prod Let {4(z), IclCz)> be a fundamental system of analytic solutions 
on U of 
un +a(z)u’+ /?(z)u=O (3.19) 
(e.g., see [ 1, pp. 308-311, 295-2961). That the substitution y = urn relates 
(3.18) and (3.19) was noted in [39, p. 38, Eq. (l)]. Thus, the nonzero 
solutions on U of (3.18) are 
Y(Z) = (C,&) + C2w))mT (3.20) 
where C,, C2 are constants not both zero. We use (3.20) and our freedom 
in selecting U to see that any point in S,,(Q) or S,,,(Q) must be a pole of 
a(z) or b(z). Thus, neither S,,(Q) nor S,,,(Q) has interior points. Similarly, 
when m > 0, each point of S,(Q) is a pole of a(z) or p(z) and is not an 
interior point. When m < 0, S,, contains U because each z0 in U specifies 
constants C, = +(z,,) and C2= -&z,), not both zero, such that the 
corresponding (3.20) has z,, as a pole. And, when m c 0, the set of mero- 
morphic solutions 
Y/r(Z) = (4(z) + W(Z))“> for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . 
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on U of (3.18) is infinite and linearly independent by Theorem 5.1. This 
completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Suppose the left member Q of (3.1) satisfies d(z) f 0 
and 
(3.21) 
1=0 J==l 
where k, r, v,, . . . . v, are positive integers, PO, . . . . P, are polynomials in 
y, y’, . . . over E,, and L, , . . . . L, are homogeneous linear polynomials in y, 
y’, . . . over some algebraic extension field of E,. Then, either Q satisfies (3.6) 
or Q satisfies (3.8) with m 2 2. 
Proof Let D be a subregion of Sz on which the restriction of (3.21) can 
be rewritten so that all the coefficients belong to the field E, of 
meromorphic functions defined on D. Then, each local solution of Q = 0 on 
a subregion of D is a local solution of at least one of L, = 0, . . . . L, = 0. 
Since L, = 0, . . . . L, = 0 are homogeneous linear differential equations finite 
in number, the solutions of Q = 0 relative to D are free of movable branch 
points. Applying Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 with CJ replaced by D, we 
see that Q cannot satisfy (3.7) or (3.8) with m ~0 because none of 
L, = 0, . . . . L, =0 can possess an infinite linearly independent set of solu- 
tions. Applying Theorem 3.1 with Sz replaced by D, we find that either (3.6) 
or (3.8) for m > 2 is satisfied on D and therefore also on CI. This completes 
the proof. 
Assuming a(z) f 0 f d(z), we established in [ 1 l] that (3.1) satisfies 
(3.6) if and only if 
(Qk Y, Y’, ~‘3) + 4~) Qk Y, Y’, Y”) 
s (M(z, Y, Y’, Y”))(W9 Y9 Y’, Y”, Y”‘)), 
for some n(z) in Eo and some homogeneous linear polynomials M, N in y, 
y’, y”, y”’ over E,. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose (3.1) satisfies a(z)50 f d(z). Then, there is 
a nontrivial factorization of (Q(z, y, y’, y”))’ + A(z) Q(z, y, y’, y”) for some 
A(z) in E, if and only if 
b(z) = 0, l(z) +E -c’(;t;2e(z). (3.22) 
Moreover, for a(z) and j?(z) in E,, the relation 
(Qd + (Wz))(Qd = YLAz, Y, Y’, Y”, ~“‘1 (3.23) 
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is satisfied by Q2 = y”y + (- l/2) y” + a(z) y’y + 2p(z) y2 and 
L, = y’” + 3ay” + (a’ + 2a2 + 4/I) y’ + (28’ + 4ab) y. (3.24) 
Proof For a(z) - 0 and for any A.(z) in En, we obtain 
Q’ + AQ = (by’ + cy) y”’ + by”’ + (b’ + Ab + c + 2d) y”y’ 
+ (c’ + AC + e) y’y + (d’ + id + e) y” 
+ (e’ + le + 2f) y’y + (f’ + If) y2. (3.25) 
Thus, (Q’ + AQ - (by’ + cy) y”‘) is divisible by (by’ + cy) if and only if 
(Q’ + AQ) has a nontrivial factorization. Therefore, the latter occurs if and 
only if (3.22) is satisfied. Substituting c E 1, e z u, f- 28, and (3.22) into 
(3.25), we obtain (3.23). This completes the proof. 
4. REMARKABLE NEW IDENTITIES 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose E is a field having a derivation ’ and n is a 
positive integer such that nl # 0 for 0, 1 in E. Let CI, fl be elements in E 
and set 
y’2 + ay’y + nfly’. (4.1) 
Then, there are polynomials 
P n,n- l(Y)> P,,"-2(Y, Y’), ...9 P,,o(Y, Y', .a-, Y'"- "1 (4.2) 
in y, y’, . . . . y(+‘) over E such that Q,, satisfies 
a,,~“) , 
J=o > 
(4.3) 
;hyb;,,,, for i = 0, 1, . . . . n and j= -1, 0, 1, . . . . n + 1, is recursively defined 
a,,-, =o, for i = 0, 1, . . . . n; a,,, = 0; 
ar,r+1 = 4 for i = 0, 1, . . . . n; 
a, J = 0, for i = 0, 1, . . . . n- 1 and i+2Gjdn+ 1; 
a l,o=nb; a,,,=a; 
a t+l,J= a ,,J~l+(a,,~)'+(i+l)aa,,J+(i+l)(n-ii)~a~-l,~~ 
for i = 1,2, . . . . n-l andO<j<i+l. (4.4) 
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Proof: Let {y(O), w(O), us(‘), bvC2’, wC3), . . .} be an algebraically indepen- 
dent set of variables over E and let 9 denote the ring of polynomials in 
Y VW, w(o’, w(” ) . . . over E. Then, there is a unique way to extend the deriva- 
tion ’ of E to a derivation ’ of B such that 
( y’o’)’ = y’o’w’o’ and (ww)~ = w(‘+ l’, for i=O, 1, 2 ,... . 
Let V,, V,, V2, . . . and y(l), yC2), yC3), . .. be defined in 9 by 
vo= 1 and VI+, = ( V,)’ + (w’“‘)( V,), for i=O, 1, 2, . . . . (4.5) 
and 
Y”’ = (Y’“‘)t VA for i= 1, 2, 3, . . . . (4.6) 
The derivation ’ of 9 yields 
(y(Q) = y (o)w(o’ =y’q/-, = yu’ 
and, for i = 1, 2, . . . . 
(y"')'=(y'o'v,)'=(y'o')(w'o'v,+(v,)')=y('+". 
Due to [ll, Proposition 3.43, the set {y(O), y(l), yt2’, yC3’, . ..} is algebrai- 
cally independent over E. Therefore, we can identify y(O), y(l), . . . with the 
variables y, y’, . . . in the statement of Theorem 4.1. We shall also write 
w, w’, . . . for w(O), w(l), . . . . Since the ring W is an integral domain, there is 
a unique way to extend the derivation ’ of 9 to a derivation ’ of the 
quotient field % of 9 (e.g., see [6, p. 45, Proposition 111). 
Relative to Qn in 9, we introduce in % 
H,=O, H, ‘$ 
Y 
(4.7) 
and, when n > 2, we use the derivation ’ of % to define in % 
H k+I~(Hk)‘+wHI,+(k+1)~kwkHl+(k+1)aHk+(k+1)(n-~)PH,~,, 
for k = 1, 2, . . . . n - 1, (4.8) 
where the rk as well as z. = 1 and r,, = 0 are given in E by 
T,k=(-$)(t, (n-v)), for k=O, l,..., n. (4.9) 
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For i, j= 0, l,..., n, polynomials P,,, in y, y’, . . . . y@-‘) over E are recur- 
sively defined by 
p,,, - 0, for i= 0, 1, . . . . n and i< j<n; P,,, = 1; 
pi+l,~~Y(p~,~)‘+ t--b’+ G+ 1) KY)P,,o 
+ (i+ l)(n- i) By*Pi-,,o+ (i+ 1) T,(y’)‘, 
for i=l, 2,...,n-1; 
P ,+ 1,J = YV,,,)’ + (-iy’+ (i+ 1) ayIp,,, 
+ (i + 1 )(n - 4 BYRD, - 1,J + YP,,, - 1y 
for i= 1, 2, . . . . n-l and l<j<i. 
For k = 0, the sum in 
k-l 
Y k+ ‘Hk = 1 (pk,,)@!,? 
J=o 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
is vacuous and (4.13) reduces to 0 = 0. Due to y*H, E Q, and P,,, E 1 from 
(4.7) and (4.10), we see that (4.13) is also valid for k= 1. When n>2, we 
use (4.8), (4.7), (4.9), yw= y’, (4.10), (4.11), and (4.12) to obtain 
Thus, when n 2 2, (4.13) is valid for k = 2. Suppose r is an integer such that 
2 < r < n and (4.13) is valid for k = 0, 1, . . . . r. Then, using (4.8) for k = r as 
well as 
y’+‘(H,)‘= (y”‘H,)‘-(r+ 1) y*y’H,, 
yw= y’, (4.13)for k=r, (4.13) for k=r- 1, (4.7), (4.11), (4.12), 
we obtain 
Y r+* H,+I =Y(Y’+’ H,)‘+(-ry’+‘y’+(r+l)ay’+*)(H,) 
+(r+l)(n-r)/?y’+* H,- I+ (r + 1) T,(Y’)’ Y*HI 
and (4.10), 
r-l r-1 
= j;. y(p,,,)’ Ql;“+ c Y&Q?+‘) 
j=O 
r-1 
+ C (-ry’+(r+l)cry)P,.,Qj;” 
J=o 
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r- 2 
+c tr+ 1 )(n - r) By2Pr- ,.,Q!? + tr + 1 )(T,)(Y’)’ Q, 
J=o 
r-- 2 
= (P r+ ,,o)tQ,) + c tf’r+ ,,,)tQl”) + t~NPr,r- , HQ!?) 
/=I 
+(y(P,,,-,)‘+yP,,,-2+(-ry’+(r+ l)cry)tP,.-,))tQr:-“) 
= ,co tPr+ ,,,)(Q:‘). 
Thus, (4.13) is valid for k = 0, 1, . . . . n. 
Using (4.7), (4.1), y’/v= w, (4.6), and (4.9), we deduce 
n-l H,=~+aL+nj- - w2= V,+crV,+nflV,-z,w2. (4.14) 
Y ( 1 n 
Therefore, due to a,,, = 1, a,,, = GI, a,,,=nj3, and (4.14), we see that the 
formula 
k+l 
ffk= c tak,,,tV,) -TkWk+l 
( I=0 > 
(4.15) 
is valid for k = 1. Also, (4.15) is valid for k = 0. Suppose r is a positive 
integer such that 1 < r < n and (4.15) is valid for k = 0, 1, . . . . r. Of course, 
(4.14) and (4.5) yield 
H,zw’+w*+aw+nfl-z,w*. (4.16) 
We use (4.8), (4.15) for k = r, (4.15) for k = r - 1, and (4.16) to obtain 
t-+1 t-+1 
H ,+l’,zo ta,,,)‘tV,)+ 1 (a,,,)((VJ)‘+wV,) 
J=o 
r+l 
+ 1 tr+ l)cfa,, V,+ i (r+ l)(n-r)~~,-l,,~,+ T, (4.17) 
J=o J=o 
where 
T= -(r+ ~)~,w’w’-~~w~+* (r+1)z,w’(w’+~*+ctw+nj3-z,w*) 
-(r+l)clz,w’+’ -(r+ l)(n-r)flTrplwr. 
Referring to (4.9), we find nz, - (n - r) z,- , = 0 and 
T=(r-(r+l)s,)z,w’+*- -z,+~w’+*. (4.18) 
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We use (4.17), (4% ar,-l=O, q,+l=l=4+1,,+2, Q,-~,,+~=O, (4.4), 
and (4.18) to obtain 
r+2 
H r+1= 
( 
,:. c~~+,,,cv,,)-~.+~w~+2. 
Thus, (4.15) is valid for k = 0, 1, . . . . n. 
Noting that r, =O, we set k=n in (4.13) and (4.15) to deduce 
n-1 
( 
?I+1 
c (PJQ?) E Y”+ ‘H, - Y” 1 (~,,,MYJ’,) . 
/=O J=o 1 
This with JJV, = y(j) and a fl,n+l = 1 yields (4.3). 
We obtain PI,o - 1, P2,1 = y, . . . . Pn,n-l =ynP1 from (4.10) and (4.12). 
Suppose ~122. Then, (4.10), (4.11), and (4.12) show that, for i=2, . . . . n, the 
polynomials 
P P l,O? rtl.17 ...Y P r&n--r 
in y, y’, y”, . . . over E do not involve y”), yCi+ ‘), . . . . Thus, the notation in 
(4.2) is appropriate. This completes the proof. 
THEOREM 4.2. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1, suppose the 
characteristic of E is zero and Q, in (4.1) satisfies an identity 
f (R.)(a”))=yk(y’“+l)+“$l qn+,,Jy(fl+l-J)), (4.19) 
V=O /=I 
for some integers p > 0 and k > 1, some polynomials R,, . . . . R, in y, y’, . . . 
over E, and some elements n, + 1, 1, . . . . n, + 1, ,+ 1 in E. Then, these elements 
are unique and given in terms of (4.4) by 
?t2+ l,J= a tZ,llil-JY for j = 1, 2, . . . . n + 1. (4.20) 
Moreover, there is an extension field F of E and a derivation ’ of F whose 
restriction to E is the given derivation of E such that: (i) there are two 
solutions in F of 
un + cd + pu = 0 (4.21) 
that are linearly independent over the subfield ‘is, of constants in F; (ii) if& 
$ are any two solutions in F of (4.21) that are linearly independent over Wr, 
then the set 
{@-‘+‘:for i=O, 1, . . . . n} (4.22) 
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is linearly independent over GfTF and the solutions in F of 
!1 + 1 
y’“+“+ 1 qn+I,,y(n+‘-~J)=() (4.23) 
/=I 
are the linear combinations over %‘F of (4.22); and, (iii) for any solution u0 
in F of (4.21), y,= (~4,)” is a solution of (4.23). 
Proof We refer to [31, p. 271 for the existence of an extension field F 
of E and a derivation ’ of F, whose restriction to E is the given derivation 
of E, such that there are two solutions in F of (4.21) linearly independent 
over %ZF. 
We apply to Q, in (4.1) the substitution 
y = U”, y' = nu” - ‘u’, y” = nu n-‘~“+n(n-1)u~-2(~‘)2, 
used in [39, p. 351, to obtain 
Q,,=nu2fl-1 ( un + au’ + /?u). 
Thus, for any u,, in F, the element y, = (u,,)~ is a solution of Q,, = 0 if and 
only if u,, is a solution of (4.21). Due to (4.19) and (4.3), we see that 
y, = (u,)” is a solution of both (4.23) and 
n+l 
y(“+‘)+ C a,“+,_,y’“+‘-“=O (4.24) 
/=I 
whenever u,, is a solution of (4.21). 
Let 4, II/ be solutions in F of (4.21) that are linearly independent over %ZF. 
Then, the elements 
yJ=(4+j4w= i ‘: 0 jV”- ‘C for j= 0, 1, . . . . n, I=0 ’
are solutions of both (4.23) and (4.24). Agreeing that O”= 1, setting 
A,,/= n 0 i i’, for i, j=O, 1, . . . . n, 
and introducing the (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix H = [h,, /], we relate det H to 
the determinant of a Vandermonde matrix to obtain 
detH=(n!)(fi, (y )(, GJGn (i-i))=j, PZO. (4.25) 
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Thus, each of @- ‘$‘, for i = 0, 1, . . . . n, is a linear combination over gF of 
yo, YI > ***9 y, and is therefore a solution of both (4.23) and (4.24). Proposi- 
tion 5.2 shows that (4.22) is linearly independent over gF. Thus, the 
solutions in F of (4.23) and the solutions in F of (4.24) are the linear 
combinations over SF of (4.22). Subtracting (4.24) from (4.23), we find 
that the equation 
n+l 
c (?,+l,,-~n,n+I-,)Y(n+‘-J)=O 
j=l 
has (4.22) as a set of n + 1 linearly independent solutions. This yields (4.20) 
and completes the proof. 
Proposition 3.6 motivated our discovery of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. We 
first found relations like (4.19) for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 by solving linear 
algebraic equations for the coefficients of the polynomials R, that produce 
the indicated factorization. This showed that, when k is minimal, the polyno- 
mials R, for (4.19) are unique if and only if 1~ n < 4. When n = 1 or n = 2, 
minimal k for (4.19) is k = 1 and the R, for k = 1 are unique elements in 
E. When n = 3 or n = 4, minimal k for (4.19) is k = 2 and the R, for k = 2 
are unique homogeneous linear polynomials in y, y’, . . . over E. When n > 5, 
minimal k for (4.19) exceeds 2 and the R, are nonlinear polynomials in y, 
’ over E that are not unique. In particular, minimal k in (4.19) for n = 5 
i’k.‘= 3 and addition of Q, Q(i)- (l) Q, QS to the left member of any (4.19) 
having n = 5 and k = 3 yields a different identity of the same type. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Suppose the characteristic of E in Theorem 4.1 is n&t 
two or three. Then, (4.4) yields 
n+l 
a n,n = ( > 2 a, (4.26) 
a~,~-l=(n~‘)a’+~(n~1)a2+(n~2)B. (4.27) 
and, when n > 2, 
(4.28) 
a n,n-2 = 
ProoJ Using (4.4), we find 
k-l k-l 
ak,k=lgo (aL+l,l+l -aJ= 1 (i+ l)a= a, (4.29) 
i=O 
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for k = 0, 1, . . . . n. This yields (4.26). We use (4.4), (4.29) and the calculus 
of finite differences to deduce 
a k+l,k=,$o (al+l,z--a,,-l) 
=nj?+ i ((a,,,)‘+(i+l)cla,,,+(i+l)(n--i)B) 
i= I 
=(“:‘)al+~(“:‘)a2+~(“:‘)p, (4.30) 
for k = 0, . . . . n - 1. The gives (4.27). Suppose n > 2. Then, application of 
(4.4), (4.29), (4.30), and the calculus of finite differences yields 
= i ((a r+l,rY+(~+2)~a,+l,, (i+2)(n-i-l)pU,,i) 
for k = 0, . . . . n - 2. We set k = n - 2 in this to obtain (4.28). This completes 
the proof. 
PROPOSITION 4.4. For c,(z), c2(z) in E, and m 22, the meromorphic 
functions 5m,1(z), .. . . <,,Jz) in Es2 defined by (1.12), (1.13), (1.14), and 
( 1.11) satisfy (1.8) and the requirement that (1.9) has a fundamental system 
of local solutions of the form (1.10) on some subregion of 8. 
Proof: We apply Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 to the situation where E is E,, 
n =m- 1, and a, /I in E are the a(z), j?(z) in E, defined by (1.12), (1.13). 
Then, (4.4) reduces to (1.14) and the elements (1.11) are the coefficients 
(4.20) of (4.23) corresponding to (4.3). There are two linearly independent 
analytic solutions 4(z), $(z) of (4.21) on some subregion U of Q. Therefore, 
the proof of Theorem 4.2 shows that (4.23), which now coincides with 
(1.9), has (4.22), or equivalently (l.lO), as a fundamental system of 
solutions on U. 
We set n=m- 1 in (4.26) and use (1.12) to deduce 
~,.l(z)~a,-l,,-l(Z,,(~)a(z)-cl(z). 
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Setting n=m - 1 in (4.27), we use (1.12) and (1.13) to obtain 
This yields (1.8) and completes the proof. 
For any positive integer n and each u(z), B(z) in E,, there are unique 
elements a,Jz) ,..., a,,,(z) in En such that the n th power y(z) G (u(z))” of 
each local solution u(z) of 
un + u(z)u’ + b(z)u = 0 (4.3 1) 
is a local solution of L, = 0, where 
L, = y(n+ l) + i a,,j(z) y(l). (4.32) 
I=0 
The important problem of specifying a,,(z), . . . . a,,(z) explicitly in terms of 
a(z), B(z), and n was considered in [34, pp. 429431; 20, pp. 129-131; 2, 
pp. 212-213; 3, pp. 411.414; 21, p. 705; 22, p. 333; 24, p. 169; 42, p. 22; 
28, p. 54; 41). Our new method based on (4.4) is far more effective than 
any of the earlier procedures. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. We apply (4.4) to deduce 
a,,, = nj?’ + 2nc$, a2,l =cr’+2a2+(3n-2)/I, a*,* s 3cr, 
u3,0 = n/?” + 2nu’/l+ Snap’ + 6nrx*p + 3(n - 2) n/?*, 
Q3,, = 01” + 7aa’ + 6a3 + (14n - 12) c$ + (4n - 2)/?‘, 
a3,,=4a’+11~*+(6n-8)/3, a3, 3 = 6a. 
Setting n = 2, we see that L, is given by (3.24). For n = 3, we obtain 
L, = yC4) + 6ay”’ + (4a’ + 1 la* + lo/?) y” 
+ (a” + 7acl’ + 6a3 + 3Oaj? + 10s’) y’ 
+ (38” + 6a’/? + 15afi’ + 18a2j? + 9/?*) y. 
Of course, L, is y” + cly’ + By. 
The research in [40,4,46] establishes that, for any manic homogeneous 
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linear differential equations M = 0 and N = 0 over E,, there is a unique 
manic homogeneous linear differential equation P = 0 of least order over 
En such that y,(z)y2(z) is a local solution of P=O whenever yi(z) is a 
solution of A4 = 0 on some subregion U of 52 and y*(z) is a solution of 
N= 0 on U. In terms of fixed a(z), p(z) from E,, let L, be defined by 
(4.32) and (4.4) for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . We can easily verify that, for any i, j> 1, 
ifM= L, and Nz L,, then P-L,+,. In particular, if h4 E L, and NE L,, 
then PEL,+~. Of course, (4.4) does not relate directly the coefficients of 
L n+, to those of L, and L,. Instead, it suggests the difficulty of the general 
problem in [46] of algorithmically expressing the coefficients for P = 0 in 
terms of those for A4 = 0 and N = 0. 
5. SEVERAL WRONSKIANS 
We assume F is a field of characteristic 0 having a derivation ’ and we 
let %ZF denote its subfield of constants. Given any f, f,, fi, . . . . f, in F, we 
have 
f+uf-I 7 fs2 Y . ..T 82 =f”Wf, 7 .f*, .‘.Y fn) (5.1) 
for the indicated Wronskians relative to ‘. Directly applicable to establish 
(5.1) are the proofs in [ 19, p. 276; 35, pp. 662-6631 for the original 
formulation of [ 12, p. 2981. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose 4, $ are elements of F that are linearly indepen- 
dent over GfF, let m be any integer, let n be a positive integer, and set 
Y,=(4+“wm? for j= 0, 1, . . . . n. 
Then, the Wronskian f m,n = W( y,, y, , . . . . y,) is given by 
r,,, = 
( 
fi ((k!)(m - n + k)k (4 + k$)“-“) 
> 
(4$‘- f$)“(n+1)/2, (5.2) 
k=O 
where O! = 0’ = 1. Moreover, f m,n # 0, when either m < 0 or m 2 n; and 
r,,,,=O when Odmcn. 
ProoJ Setting x = tj/& we use (5.1) to obtain 
r,,, = p++ 1) W(1, (1 +x1”, (1+2x)“, . . . . (1 +nx)“) 
= (PC’+ ‘%detCa,,,l), 
where a,., = (mj(1 +j~)~-l~‘)(‘+i), for i, j= 1, 2, . . . . n. Starting with the 
n x n matrix [a,,,], we apply elementary row operations of the type where 
to one row is added a multiple from F of another row. When O<m <n, a 
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succession of such operations leads to a matrix having a row of zeros so 
that r,,,, = 0. And, the right member of (5.2) is also zero because it has the 
factor (m-n++)“ for k=n-m. 
Suppose that either m < 0 or man. Starting with [ai,,], we apply a 
succession of elementary row operations of the kind mentioned above to 
obtain the n x n matrix [b,, j] having 
b,,=m(m-l)...(m-i+l)j’(l+jX)“-‘(X’)’, 
for i, j = 1, 2, . . . . n, 
and det[a,,] = det[b,,j]. This yields 
r,,, = cpn + 1) 
( 
knl ((m-n+klk (I+kx)mp”)) 
x ((x’)“(“+‘)‘*)(detCc,,,l), 
where [cl,] is the n x n matrix having 
C ,,, = ji( 1 + jX)n--r, for i,j= 1,2, . . . . n. 
We observe that det[ci,,] = (n!)” (det[d,,]), where 
di,j= (ci,,)l(~)=((l/j)+X)“-‘, for i, j = 1, 2, . . . . n. 
(5.3) 
Since [di,,] is a Vandermonde matrix, we find det[c,,,] = P,, where P, = 1 
and 
P,= (k!)k 
( 
l<t~J,k ((W-(W)), for k=Z %.... 
. . 
ThisgivesP,+,/P,=(k+l)!,fork=1,2,...,and P,=(1!)(2!)..+(n!).We 
use this with (5.3) to obtain (5.2), r,,,, n #O, and complete the proof. 
COROLLARY 5.2. Given any cj, $ in F and any positive integer n, the 
Wronskian r= W(qb”, d”-‘tj, . . . . ~9”) of &~$9’, for i = 0, 1, . . . . n, satisfies 
(~J/‘-@11/)“‘“+“/*. (5.4) 
Proof If 4, + are linearly dependent over %ZF, then (4.22) is linearly 
dependent over gF and (5.4) reduces to 0 = 0. Suppose 4, $ are linearly 
independent over %ZF and set 
.ikP k*ky for j=O, 1, . . . . n. (5.5) 
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Let M= [fr,,], N= [g,,,], H = [h,,] denote the matrices defined by 
A,, = (Y,)“‘, g,,, = (4”-‘w”)> A,,, = n 
0 
i j’, 
for i, j=O, 1, . . . . n. Using (5.5) and the notation of Theorem 5.1 for m = n, 
we obtain M= NH and 
r,,, = det M= (det N)(det H) = (det H)T. (5.6) 
We combine (5.6), (4.25), and (5.2) for m = n to deduce (5.4) and complete 
the proof. 
Special cases of Corollary 5.2 have appeared in [28, p. 32; 17, pp. 26c-262; 
47, pp. 278-2791. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Supposef(z), g( ) z are analytic functions on a region U 
of the complex plane and Co, C, , . . . are complex numbers. Then, for any 
positive integer n, the Wronskian 
W, = Wew(Cof+ g), exp(C, f+ g), . . . . ew(C,f+ g)) 
is given by 
Wnf n CC,- C,) fi exp(C,f+ g) (f’)“(“+‘)/*. (5.7) 
O=sr<,Sn )( k=O 
Proof: Several applications of (5.1) yield 
W “+, _ w(ecco/+g), . ..) ,CC,f+g), eG+lf+g)) 
z (e 
(C.+lf+g) 
1 
n+2 w(e(co-cn+l)f, ...) e(cn-c”+l)f, 1) 
E (e 
G+lf+s))n+* (-,)n+l Yn, 
where 
yn- W((Co-C,+,)f’e’co-C~+l)f, . . . . (Cn-Cn+l)f’e(cnPCn+‘)f) 
5 
( 
k$o ( Ck - C, + , )) (f’)” + ’ W(eccO- cn+l)f, . . . . eccn- cn+l)f). 
Using (5.1) again, we obtain 
w (e(c”+lf+n) 
n+lS )(kli, (c,,+l-ck+f?“” wn. (5.8) 
Formula (5.7) is correct for n = 1. And, (5.8) shows that if (5.7) is correct 
for some positive integer, then it is correct for the next greater integer. 
Thus, (5.7) is valid for n = 1, 2, . . . . This completes the proof. 
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